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ing this principle to coil winding I have
Be it known that I, MoR'roN W. STERNs, found. that by spacing the turns or convolu

To all Iwhom it may concern:

a citizen of the United States of America, tions of conductor at a distance apart I am

residing at 129 lVadsworth Avenue, New enabled to build up a self-supporting coil
5 York city, in the county of New York and having a ` low distributed capacity and a

60

State of New York, have invented certain minimum high frequency resistance.
new and useful Improvements in Electrical

Coils, of which the following is a specifica
10

Referring to the drawings my improved
coil may be of any desired proportions, and
as shown in Figure l it is of rin -sha e,

tion.
This invention relates to electrical coils having a cylindricalperiphery and gat s' es
such as inductance coils, and to the method or ends. Figure 1 illustrates the coil as
of winding the same. One object of the in
vention is to produce a coil of low dis

65

Wound from a single strand of suitably in
sulated wire, but for some lpurposes the con

tributed capacity and minimum high ductor may be wound in multiple; that is,
15

frequenc resistance for use especially 1n with two, three or more parallel strands.
radio, te e raph and telephony. A further The coil 1 may be wound upon any suitable

70

object of t e mvention is to provide such a core of drum 2, such as bakelite, paper or
20

coil of compact form which is self-support- _ the like. In winding, the wire 3 may be
ing and w ich may be economically pro started at a pointe, Figure 2, and carried
duced by machine winding.
`
diaglonally across the drum 2 to a point 5 75
Referring to the drawings wherein I have at t e opposite edge of said drum. It then
turns back and is fed diagonally across the>
shown several forms of my invention:
Figure l is a
rspective view of one drum in the opposite direction, crossing over
form of coil woun according to my inven the first turn at 6. Reaching the edge 2“

at a point 7, a little in advance of the start
~
Figure 2 is a development of a portion of ing point 4, it turns and starts across'the
the winding illustrating the course of the drum again, crossin the first turn once
more at 8, reaching t e edge 21’ at 9. This
Figure 3 is a cross section of a coil wound may go on until the desired number of turns
30 in accordance with the usual winding meth are o tained. But this is an arbitrary mat
ter, as the coil might be wound with a
od;
Figure 4 is a plan View of such a coil;
“quarter-wind,” “third-wind,” “one-wind,”
Fi re 5 is a development showing ameth or anymultiple thereof as best suited to
od o winding another another form of coil the length of the coil reguired. In using a
25' tion;

wire-
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according to my invention;

winding machine for winding the coil in

modification; and

made fast at one end of the core or mandrel
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Figure v6 is a development of a further this manner the end of the wire strand is
'

Figure 7 is a fra mentary development of and as the latter is rotated the wire is fed
a somewhat modi ed form of winding in or guided in a path parallel to the axis of
accordance with m

invention.

`

rotation. As the winding-mandrel makes a
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My improved coll may be wound by what half revolution the wire guide completes its
is known as a “diagonal” or “V-wind” em

movement of traverse in one direction, the

ployed in the textile art for producing cops length of its traverse corresponding to the
or packages of yarn and thread. With this width of the coil to`be produced, and the
system the „wire or other strand of con movement of the guide is then reversed to
ductor is laid in s irals or helices extend carry the wire back in the opposite direc
ing from one end 0 the coil to the other and tion. Each and every turn of the windings
back again, with the turns crossing each may be laid in place in this manner. Where
other at a sharp angle at regular> intervals. a wide or long coil is being formed, the wire
In winding textiles by this method the turns may, of course, be wound so that it makes a
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or helices of the yarn or thread are usually complete turn or several turns around the

laid close together in parallel, contiguous circumference of the coil during each
relation to build complete layers superim traverse across the width of the coil ina
posed in concentric relation from the core given direction.
Preferably, the turns are spaced apart
to the peripherysof the package. In apply

110

-as before noted so as to form air spaces 16 other, or lie against each other for consider

therebetween. Thisv as will be' Irecognized

able .distance .

>

will reduce the distributed capacity caused
Obviously numerous variations in the
by the proximity and parallelism of the manner of winding my coil may be em

turns inversely as the square of the distance ployed, as for instance, when a wide coil
between the turns.
is being made, instead of windin 'each turn
It will be seen that b winding the coil all the way across the coil and Irack again

70

in this manner, I provi e an- o enwork or as in the narrower type, the turns may be
cellular structure «and I avoid t e common carried part way across the drum 17 (Fig.

practice of laying successive turns of wire
against preceding turns and avoid also the
inherent disadvantages of the latter type
of coil.
15

5), as for instance, starting at 18, running
across to a point 19 and then turn-ing back.

_During this process, the drum 17 while
rotating, may be moved bodily in the direc

In coils wound in accordance with the tion of its axis as indicated by the arrow

usual practice, with each succeeding turn 20. In this way the successive turnslwill

10 lying against the preceding turn 11 (Fig. advance across the drum as indicated at
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4), and where one layer 12 is first wound 21, 22, 23.
and the next 13 on top of it, the first and
In order to increase the distance between
last turns 14, 15 of said layers will be adja the overlapping turns of wire in succeœive
cent and the total voltage of the two layers layers, I may apply any suitable insulating
will be impressed between them, while the material such as threads 24 illustrated by
laterally adjacent turns will impress upon way of example in Fig. 5 which may be
each other the voltage carried by each turn, wound upon the coil across the wire turns

and voltages varying between these two simultaneously with the winding of the
values will be impressed between the adja
cent turns of adjacent layers. The high
In Fig. 6 I have shown another modifica
wire.

-

values of self-inductance thus effected com» tion of my invention. In this form I may
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bined with the high distributed capacity of wind several strands of wire a, b, c, simul
such a coil cause it -to resonate at a very taneously or in multiple. The successive
high natural period.
'
turns a’, b', c’ of these strands will cross
While this spasmodic distribution of the over the preceding turns as at 25. When
potential gradient and the consequent hi h the desired number of turns are completed,
natural period of resonance ma not he the outer end a” of strand a may be con

noticably disadvantageous in so enoid or nected to the inner end of strandt asat26,
other magnetic coils, it is of decided dis and the outer end b” of strand b may be con

advantage in coils used in radio instruments. nected to the inner end of strand c as at
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In radio work a coil having a very low 27. The effect is a re-entrant coil of zig
natural period is desirable so that it will zag turns, and the result is a still lower

40

resonate at a period so low as to be Without distributed capacity. When the wire is
the reach of the frequencies that traverse wound in multiple instead of singly, less

the circuit containing it. Such a coil will time is re uired for producing a coil of a

produce a. uniform signal strength through

out its entire working range.

.

In a coil wound according to my inven

105

given num r of turns.

While the turns of a

iven direction in

successive layers of the coll may lie directly

tion, the potential gradient is distributed over the corresponding turns of the same
very evenly throughout.
direction in receding layers, as indicated
I am aware of the banking method of
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in Figure 1, t ey may be positioned slightly
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winding coils, wherein several turns are to one side or the other thereof. That 1s the
made successively one over another, the wire overlying turns of a given direction may be
dropping` from the top turn of each tier offset one in relation to another from the
to the bottom turn ofthe next. This method center of the coil outwardly. For instance
of winding is especially adapted to coils in Figure 7, 30 designates an outer turn and

having a great many turns to each layer and 31 an inner turn running in the same direc»
very few layers. But where a large num tion and which is shown as offset to one side
ber of layers are employed, as for instance, of the turn 30, and 32 is still another inner
fifty, it is obvious that a large potential turn of- the same direction which is offset
difference will exist between adjacent turns relative to turn 3l. In my co-pending divi
of each layer,'so that the banking method sional application Serial No. 681,328, filed
is not suitable for coils having a large num# December 18, 1923, I disclose and'claim a

ber of layers. Nor .does this type of wind coil having this offset arrangement of the
ing lend itself to the practice of spacing turns.
the turns to obtain an increased thickness
IVith the corresponding turns of wire in
of dielectric. In my improved coil there - successive
layers offset one -from another, as
is no place where turns having a high'poten last described, the coil is made porous due
tial difference come in contact with each to the spacing apart of the turns in each
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.layer,` but the air cells are not continuous in core, and applying insulation between the
a radial line from the center of the coil out

wardly to its periphery. On the other hand,

layers.

9. An electrical coil comprising a plural
where the corresponding turns of wire in ity of spaced turns and spaced layers of
successive layers are placed directly over wire, the turns being spaced sufficiently to 70
each other in the manner as first described form a cellular structure.
'

with reference to Figure 1 of the drawings,
the open air spaces 1G will extend substan
10

15

tially radially outward from the inner to forth in a plurality of successive turns with
the outer surface of the coil, thus produc each new turn of the continuous wire spaced
ing a honeycombed structure.
apart from the preceding turn.
The term “spaced” or “spaced apart” as _ 11. An electrical coil comprising wire
applied herein to the turns of wire in each wound diagonally back and forth in helical
layer is to be understood as meaning that turns crossing each other at a right angle
the wire in one turn is separated a substan and with the turns spaced apart and having
tial distance from the wire in adjacent turns insulating material wound across the wire
and that the degree of separation is such turns. «
that the resulting` coil will have a relatively
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12. An electrical coil‘comprising a wire

low distributed capacity anda relatively wound in /zig-zag course in overlapping
small high frequency resistance.
turns, successive turns of which- are dis'
' While I have shown and described several plac'ed axially relative to preceding turns,
forms of coil involving the principles of my the adjacent turns being spaced sufficiently

invention, other forms may of course be
produced, and it is therefore to be under
25

10. An electrical coil comprising a con

tinuous wire wound diagonally back and

to form an openwork structure.

85

'

13. An electrical coil comprising a wire «

stood that the ,invention is not limited Ito wound in zig-zag course. and successive lay 90
the particular structures or methods of pro ers, adjacent turns in each layer being

cedure herein described.
spaced apart and successive layers being axi
Having described my invention, what I ally advanced relative to preceding layers.
claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat
14. An improved coil for'electrical pur

30 ent is:
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'

1. An electrical coil comprising wire
wound diagonally back and forth with the
turns of wire spaced apart.
2. An electrical coil comprising a plu
rality of turns of wire wound diagonally
back and forth-witheach turn spaced apart
from the preceding turn and with overlying
turns crossing each other at an angle. .

3. An electrical coil comprising a plural
40

poses comprising superimposed windings of

95

conductor arran ed with the convolutions

helically disposed to cross each other at an
angle and with the successive turns of the
conduct@` spaced -at a distance apart.
15. An improved electrical coil for radio

100

use composed of successive windings of con
ductor disposed in helical convolutions ex

tending >diagonally back and forth across~
the coil to cross each other at regular` in

ity of overlying layers of spaced turns of tervals, said convolutions being spaced equi
wire wound diagonally back and forth, the distantly apart to provide diamond-shaped

spacing of the turns being such as to form air cells extending substantially radially of
the coil and forming a honeycombed struc
4. The method of winding an electrical ture for the purpose specified.
coil which consists in winding' a strand of
16. An improved coil for electrical pur

105

an openwork structure.
45

wire diagonally back and forth in spaced poses comprising superimposed windings of
turns with the turns separated sufficiently conductor arranged with the turns of con

110

to form an openwork structure.
50

ductor disposed to cross each other ,at an
5. The method of winding an electrical angle and with the turns spaced at a' dis
coil which consists in winding wire back tance apart to provide a cellular structure.
and forth on a rotating and axially advanc
17. An electrical coil comprising a wire

ing core.

'
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Wound upon itself in succeeding layers', at

6. The method of winding an electrical a constant pitch with a space between ad
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coil which consists in winding Wire back jacent wires of each layer, the wires of each

and forth in spaced turns on a rotating and layer pitched in a direction opposite to the

axially advancing core.

120

wires 0f adjacent layers, and the wires of

7. The method of winding an electrical alternate layers »pitched in like direction.

coil which consists in winding wire back

18. The method of constructing induc

and forth in spaced turns on a rotating and tance coils to secure a minimum of- distrib

axially advancing core, and simultaneously uted capacit-y which consists in winding a

winding threads.

wire upon itself into a layer of turns of
8. The method of winding an electrical wire with the individual turns of substan

05

coil which consists in Winding wire backl tially equal diameter and spaced apart from
and `forth in spaced turns and successive each other and inclined at a predetermined

layers on a rotating and axially advancing pitch with reference to the geometric axis
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of the coil, and then winding upon said
C)

20. An improved electrical coil composed.

layer a second layer of turns of wire with of layers'ofl helical windings of conductor
the individual turns thereof in like manner extending diagonally of the coil and cross
of substantially equal diameter and s_paced ing each other at an angle, the turns being

25

apart from* each other and inclined at the spaced apart in the layers and those extend

same pitch as the turns in the first layer ing in the same direction in .successive lay
but in the opposite direction, and continu ers being disposed in overlying relation to

lU

ing the winding of successive layers of turns form continuous air- assages extending ra
having like characteristics of substantially dially from the axialJ center of the coil to
equal diameter and spacing,> and of oppo~ its periphery.
site in:-1ination with reference to the turns
21. An improved electrical coil compris
of the preceding layer, till a coil of the de ing superimposed windings of conductor
sired diameter 1s produced.
.
disposed in helical convolutions crossing
19. An improved coil for electrical pur each other at an angle and spaced apart to
poses comprising successive windings of provide a‘honeycombed structure, the over
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conductor disposed diagonally of the coil lying turns of a given 'direction in the, suc
to cross euch other at an angle and with

cessive, layers being placed directly over

the turns of the winding spaced a art to each other in a line extending radially from

cross each other at an angle to

orm a the axis of the coil.

_

'

honeycombed structure having radial air
In testimony whereof I have añixed my
passages extending continuously from the signature.
interior of the coil to its outer surface.
MORTON W. STERNS.
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